Crouching Wizard, Smashing Hammer
D20 Conversion Notes
by Chris Aylott

What This Is, and What It Isn’t

These notes adapt the Rune adventure Crouching Wizard, Smashing Hammer to the D20 system. It’s not an exact translation — I’m fudging the numbers to provide a similar experience. If you like what you see here, give Rune a try to experience competitive Viking mayhem in all its glory.

You’ll need a copy of Crouching Wizard, Smashing Hammer to get any use out of these notes. I’m not bothering to retype all the descriptive text, I’m just giving you the basic numbers you need to run the game. 

The “Competitive Roleplaying” section can be used with any D20 game, though you might want to construct the scenario with Rune rules first. Rune has an absolutely brilliant system for constructing competitive adventures, and it’s actually easier to convert those adventures to D20 than to construct the adventure in D20 first.

Competitive Roleplaying

Rune is a competitive roleplaying game where each player gets points for overcoming obstacles and killing monsters. You can skip this while playing the D20 version, but why miss on one of the game’s cool features? Here’s a very loose translation of the Rune victory point system:

All traps (and monsters) have challenge ratings. Any player that succeeds at a roll to avoid or defeat a trap gets victory points (VP) for doing so. Victory points are equal to the experience points received from a particular challenge rating.

The victory points for the trap are divided among the number of players that rolled and succeeded. Unlike other D20 games, any player that did not roll and succeed does not get any victory points for the trap. 

Some traps are “conditionally avoidable,” i.e. they can be avoided by taking (or not taking) certain actions. If the players avoid the trap, nobody — including the runner — gains any victory points for the trap.

Monster victory points are determined the same way. However, only the player that kills the monster receives victory points for it. This makes “boss” monsters like the Red Wizard extremely valuable.

Game Master Victory Points

The game master also gets victory points, and has a chance of winning the adventure. Any player who fails at a roll to avoid or defeat a trap gives victory points to the game master. The game master receives victory points according to the following formula:

VP received = (total VP based on challenge rating divided by number of characters that rolled to avoid the trap) times number of characters that failed the roll

Example: A party with four 2nd-level characters faces a CR 2 trap. The trap is worth 600 victory points. Two characters succeed and two characters fail. The two characters that succeed receive 300 VP each. The game master receives 150 VP for each player that failed (300 VP total). 

If six characters had rolled, the game master would have received 100 VP for each player that failed. However, let’s say two succeeded, two failed, and two were in the next room and did not have to roll to avoid the trap. The two characters that succeeded would get 300 VP each, while the two that failed would still give the game master 150 VP each. 

Each trap is only evaluated once, even if it is triggered multiple times. Assign victory points after it is clear that the trap will not be triggered again (this is usually at the end of the event). Count everyone who rolled, everyone who succeeded, and everyone who failed. It’s possible for a character to both succeed (gaining victory point) and fail (giving the GM victory points). Don’t bother counting how often they failed or succeeded.

Game masters also receive victory points for defeating — but not killing! — player characters. The GM receives victory points equal to the character’s challenge rating (usually the character’s level) if, during a session, she reduces the character to 0 or fewer hit points and the character survives. If the character dies, she does not receive this award, and in fact receives a victory point penalty equal to the character’s challenge rating. The GM can only receive this award once for each character during each session.

Finally: in Rune, each player takes a turn at being the game master during a session. The player who is currently GMing gives his character to a “proxy” to play just for that encounter. D20 game masters should ignore this, and stick to just having one GM run the adventure.

Who Wins?

At the end of the adventure, the player (or game master) with the most victory points wins! 

Experience should be handled as normal for the D20 system. It’s a tough adventure for a 1st-level party, but the PCs should be able to rack up over ten thousand experience points for their troubles.
General Notes on Crouching Wizard

This is an adventure for 1st- through 3rd-level characters. It’s meant to be fast, violent, and not overly brain-taxing. It’s worth keeping in mind that Rune is based on a computer game. It is aggressively linear, with no plot branching and enemies whose only purpose is to attack and kill the PCs. If you don’t enjoy this, you’re probably playing the wrong game.

Encounter 1, Event 1

Raucous Merriment: no roll is required here. Enjoy the rare moment of roleplaying-not-rollplaying.
Trap: Unseemly Behavior. The characters must make a Will save (DC 12) or grumble loudly, losing face with their fellow Vikings by showing their lack of hospitality. This costs any character that fails the roll 20 victory points. Any character can avoid making this Will roll by loudly welcoming the Red Wizard. (CR 1)
Who is This Guy?: Any PC may make a Knowledge roll (DC 12) to know the information in the “Closer Inspection” box.
Trap: Do Not Meddle with Wizards: Any character that attacks or seriously threatens the Red Wizard triggers this “trap.” The wizard laughs and blasts him with a small fireball doing 2d4+2 fire damage. The character must make a Reflex save (DC 18) to avoid the damage. The trap can be triggered over and over — all you have to do is pester the Wizard some more — but it only gets triggered when the PCs make pains of themselves. (CR 3)

Encounter 1, Event 2

Fright: this is a special ability of the ice wights, not a separate trap.
The Fire Pit: Any character in the fire pit takes 1d4 fire damage per round as per the normal fire rules.
Watch Out for the Wizard!: Any character may make a Spot roll (DC 15) to predict the wizard’s pattern of fireballs and gain a +4 circumstance bonus to the Reflex save below.
Trap: You’ve Got His Attention Now: This “trap” is identical to Do Not Meddle with Wizards above. It can be avoided by not slaying or turning more than one wight, but it recurs every time a PC slays or turns another wight. (Still CR 3)
Watch Out for that Ceiling!: Any character may make a Spot roll (DC 15) to learn the information in the “Closer Inspection” box.
Trap: Collapsing Ceiling. Each character in the collapse zone must make a Reflex save (DC 15) or take 1d6 damage and be pinned under the rubble. The character is helpless until the rubble is removed — this only takes an action, but exposes the person removing the rubble to an attack of opportunity. The character under the rubble may crawl out. This takes two full rounds. (CR 1)
Treasure: The wights have a total of 1d8 X 100 silver pieces. (Why the random number? Because most Rune treasures are completely random. Live it up a little!)

New Monster: Ice Wights

CR 1; SZ M (Undead); HD 1d12; hp 7; Init +1; Spd 20 ft; AC 14 (+1 Dex, +3 natural); Atk +2 melee (1d4+2, slam); SQ Undead; AL LE; SV Fort +0, Ref +1, Will +4; Str 15, Dex 12, Con — , Int 8, Wis 10, Cha 8

Skills: Spot +4

Feats: Power Attack

There should be three wights for every two characters in the party.

Encounter 1, Event 3

A Good Boast: Each hero who makes a boast different from all previous characters making a boast receives 20 victory points.
Trap: Deadly Thorns: Each character must make a Climbing roll (DC 12). If they fail or do not attempt the Climbing roll, they must make a Fortitude save (DC 15) to avoid 1d6+2 damage from the thorns. There is no way to avoid this trap. (CR 1)

Encounter 2, Event 1

What Happened Here?: Just read the “Closer Inspection” material as part of the narration.
The Raven’s Warning: Any hero trained in Animal Handling may make a skill check (DC 12) to learn the “Closer Inspection” information. Any spell that allows communication with animals will also provide the information. If the heroes use this information to ambush the Mecha-Dwarf, each hero receives a +2 circumstance bonus on her first attack roll against the Mecha-Dwarf.
Mecha-Dwarf Treasure: There is a minor magical item — a ring would be appropriate — hidden in the chest of the mecha-dwarf. It’s attached to the trap below.
Trap: The Warning Whistle: If the heroes disturb the treasure in the dwarf, a loud whistle will warn Churlaf and his minions of an impending attack. If the whistle goes off, Churlaf and his Thugs will receive a +4 circumstance bonus to their initiative rolls in the next Event. Detecting the trap requires a Search roll (DC 20), and disabling it requires a Disable Device roll (DC 20). (CR 1)

New Monster: the Mecha-Dwarf

CR 3; SZ M (Construct); HD 3d10; hp 16; Init +0; Spd 20 ft.; AC 14 (natural armor); Atk +6 melee (1d6+4, slam); SQ Construct, Damage Reduction 5/+1; AL N; SV Fort +1, Ref +1, Will +1; Str 18, Dex 11,  Con —, Int —, Wis 11, Cha 10

Encounter 2, Event 2

Let’s Be Sneaky: Each hero must make a Move Silently roll (DC 15) to sneak up on the town square. If all the heroes succeed, Churlaf and his thugs receive a –2 circumstance penalty to their initiative roll when combat begins.
The Big Machine: Any hero that goes into the machine to rescue hostages must make a Reflex save (DC 12) every round to avoid 1d6 damage. Rescuing hostages works as in the Rune rulebook, and each hostage rescued gives the hero 20 victory points.
Trap: The Big Machine’s Lightning: This trap targets one unlucky hero at the beginning of every round until it is destroyed. It targets the PC who is standing closest to but not inside the machine — if several characters are equally close, roll randomly to chose between them. Ignore any characters that are prone or unconscious. The targeted character must make a Reflex save (DC 14) or take 2d6 electrical damage. The trap can be disabled by taking two full rounds to make a Disable Device check (DC 25), and the machine is automatically destroyed when Churlaf dies. (CR 2)
Trap: It’s Gonna Blow! If the big machine has not been disabled yet, it explodes one round after Churlaf’s death. A Disable Device check (DC 25) prevents the explosion. If the machine does explode, it does 4d6 damage to any character within 60 feet. A Reflex save (DC 15) halves the damage. (CR 3)
The Hidden Treasure: The townsfolk’s treasure is a minor magical item, preferably one the players have been wanting and will be excited to get.

NPCs: Churlaf and His Collaborating Thugs

Churlaf is a typical 2nd-level barbarian. His four thugs are typical 1st-level barbarians. 

Encounter 3, Event 1

Don’t Annoy Gruignir: Gruignir is a typical CR 9 frost giant. As frost giants go, he’s friendly and mellow, with a chaotic neutral alignment. If a PC annoys him, he’ll give him a “mild” swat with his axe (+14/+9 melee including -4 penalty for subdual strike) and do 2d8+13 subdual damage. This may also knock the PC off the cliff for a couple of dice of falling damage. If the players decide to mix it up with Guignir, go to town on them — it’ll teach them a valuable lesson that they can apply to their next set of characters. The PCs do not get bunches of victory points for convincing Gruignir to help them, but see below.
Can We Get a Lift?: As noted, the PCs can convince Gruignir to help them up the mountain. This is pretty easy to do, and is best accomplished through roleplaying rather than a Diplomacy roll (DC 12 if they want to make one, though). The first player whose character suggests this idea to Gruignir gets 200 victory points.

Encounter 3, Event 2

Enter the Vikings: If the characters run in screaming, they automatically surprise the spider-werks below. If the sneak in, each PC must make a Move Silently roll (DC 18); if they all succeed, they surprise the spider-werks.
Trap: The Cleansing Fire: Each character must make a Reflex save (DC 15) or take 1d6+1 fire damage. Any PC with the Run feat automatically succeeds at the roll, gets the victory points, and takes no damage. (CR 1)
Trap: A Rain of Fire: At the beginning of every round, the wizard targets a character randomly and blasts him with a fireball. The targeted PC must make a Reflex save (DC 14) or take 2d4+2 fire damage. (CR 3)

New Monster: Spider-Werks

CR 2; medium-size construct; HD 2d10; hp 11; Init +3; Spd 40 ft.; AC 16 (Dex, natural armor); +4 melee (1d6+2 claw); SQ Construct, damage reduction 5/+1; AL N; SV Fort +0, Ref +3, Will +0; Str 16, Dex 15,  Con —, Int —, Wis 11, Cha 10

Encounter 3, Event 3

Bookcases: if a character bumps or is knocked into the bookcases, they will tumble over on him. The character must make a Reflex save (DC 12) or be pinned and helpless for one round.
The Wizard’s Treasure:  The wizard’s staff is a pretty juicy treasure in itself. Aside from this, the characters find one minor magical item and a small chest with 300 gold pieces it before they have to flee the collapsing tower.

The Red Wizard

5th-Level Human Wizard/1st-Level Fighter

CR5; SZ M (human); HD 5d4+1d10; 33 hp; Init +5 (+1 Dex, +4 Improved 
Initiative); Spd 30 ft; AC 11; Atk melee +5 (1d6+2/1d6+2, +1 quarterstaff); 
Face 5 ft x 5 ft; Reach 5 ft; AL CE; SV Fort +3 Ref +4 Will +4; Str 13, Dex 
12, Con 15, Int 18, Wis 11, Cha 13

Skills: Alchemy +10, Bluff +3, Concentration +10, Craft (woodworking) +12, 
Jump +3,  Intimidate +8, Knowledge (arcana) +12, Listen +2, Spellcraft +12

Feats: Craft Wand, Combat Casting, Improved Initiative, Lightning Reflexes, 
Toughness

Spells: (4/4/3/2) The Red Wizard will have mage armor and shield up and ready to go when the heroes burst in, of course. His prize possession is his +1 staff of magic fireballs.
0 level — resistance, ray of frost, daze, open/close
1st level — mage armor, shield, grease, burning hands
2nd level — protection from arrows, see invisibility
3rd level — fireball, suggestion

New Magic Item: +1 Staff of Magic Fireballs

This is actually a variation on a wand of magic missiles. Since the Red Wizard isn’t very good at crafting items, it has some flaws: it fires a single, slow-moving fireball that does 2d4+2 fire damage. The fireball moves slowly enough that it can usually be dodged with a Reflex save (DC 14, though it’s higher earlier in this adventure due to shock value). On the bright side, the staff has a lot of charges in it — the GM can decide exactly how many, but be generous — and it can be used as a +1 staff in combat.

Caster Level: 5th; Prerequisites: Craft Wand, magic missile, fireball; 
Market Price: 4500 gp
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